This proves the result for k = 1. Now suppose k = 2, i.e. only (a 1g2(a) exists) holds in M. Then we can again prove the above claim with b = 2 + log2(a). This means that we have a map H" E J O such that for c < a, the maps HI enumerate all z1M maps from 22+ log2(a) to a and in particular from log(a) + 1 (< 22 + log2(a)) to a. We can now apply the same method of proof as above to obtain a contradiction as above, with the only change that instead of coding the sequence eo, e1,..., ed < a by a single number less than a' +Ig(a) we can code it using the enumeration H2+Iog2(a)
Similarly for the case k = 3 we repeat this process twice, and so on. Of course the finite axiomatizability of IAo is open and may well be false. However, the method of proof of Theorem 3 is perhaps more important than the theorem itself. Theorem 3 will be a consequence of a series of other results which we will prove first. xlo9(x) exists -+ 3y > x(y is prime) ). E This corollary is immediate by earlier results and the following Theorem 11. Before giving a proof of Theorem 11 we shall need two results on coding which are of independent interest. The first seems to be quite well known in many disguises. log(a'0) o-4 (1 + [a/2])log(a'0) + 2a log(a) .
The required F then follows easily using well-known properties of log (which hold in M) and the fact that a is large. Let x < a log(a'0). We describe H(x).
Let (i -)log(a'0) < x < ilog(a'0) and al' + i = lj<lPpj, where v = v(al' + i) and p. is the jth prime dividing a10 + i. We now consider two cases. Notice that this latter interval determines q, and k, hence s and i and hence [do, d1). Subcase 2b. i < s. Notice first that the largest i for which Subcase 2a applied (for the same k) was
